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Task force looks to improve website
Nick Resid e
News Editor

Do you care about schooU

In response to student and faculty and staff complaints from
across campus, a website task force has been assembled by
Provost Bonnie Higginson.
Murray State's new website was launched in March and quickly met criticism from users.
Higginson said the taskforcc first met Aug. 19 and was formed
approximately one week before.
The taskforce is headed by Adam Murray, dean of University
Libraries. and is composed of seven other faculty members with
advanced technical knowledge.
Murray said the taskforcc has short-term and long-term objectives. He said short-term goals are to improve the website for
prospective students seeking information about fmancial aid,
tuition and applications.
"We've focused on those elements in the short-term, making
.sure that the website is serving that purpose first and foremost,
and long-term. looking at branching out, making sure that the
audiences the website is intended to serve - alumni, faculty and
staff, current students- are all addressed. That's long-term so we
haven't actually got to that yet," he said.
Murray said while www.murraystate.edu is intended for
prospective students, Racernel is intended for faculty and staff,
as well as students. Connecting the two sites is a long-term goal,
he said.
He said he knows the changes will not occur overnight. He
estimates six months to a year to achieve the taskforce's goals.
"Any website has to stay dynamic," he said. "It's got to change
to meet the needs of what it needs to be at any given rime. I don't
know that there's any hard and fast-deadline ro get that kind of
transition to take place."
One complaint is the website directory. however, Murray said
updating it is not a goal of the taskforce.
''It's hcyond the scope of what we're trying to do," he said.
Higginson spoke of the importance of the taskforce.
"Here's my analogy. [f you were building a house, you try to
think of everything up front and you spend a lot of time making
selections and decisions and even with all of that effort, once the
bouse is built and once you're in it, you see things you wish
would be a little different," she said. "You're not going to tear the
bouse down, you're not going to start knocking down walls, but
you begin to make some adjustments and changes to make it
more livable. And that's the way I see this.
wReally, it's a never-ending project. There are always things
that can be tweaked so it's not about tearing it down, it's about
doing a few things to make it work better."

Faculty
•

campaign

for BOR
position
Austin Ramsey
Assistant News Editor
The Faculty Senate certified four
tenured members Monday for the
special election of the Board of
Regent's faculty representative.
The seat is available due to the
resignation of Jay Morgan who promoted to associate provost for graduate education and research. an
adminstration position, this summer.
This faculty regent position is a
vital role to the University, as the
elected official represents the entire
faculty nnd, indirectly. the students,
said Donna Miller, Faculty Senate
secretary.
University President Randy Dunn
agrees.
"I'm actually very heartened to see
that there's a lot of discussion on
campus that there are a number of
candidates in the race," he said.
"That's a healthy sign when you have
that happen. Given the power of a
voting board seat, you wouldn't want
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Are you lookfna for
somethlna class related

What are you
looklns fori
a) Academic Info
b) Athletic Info
c.) Campus Life Info
d) Application Info
e) ANY OF THESE!

Veronica Velazquez·Sanchez, freshman from Mayfield, Ky., is
one. of many students to experience difficulties with the website.
"I just kind of get lost in' it and it's really hard for me to find
things that I need on it," she said. "The links are broken often
times and I can't get to the things that I want."
Velazquez-Sanchez acltnowltdges the website is not flawless.
She said she has had trouble getting phone numbers from various departments.

it to be taken for granted."
The candidates certified by the
Faculty Senate and now up for election are as follows:

Kevin Binfield
Binfield, professor of English, is
confident he would serve well as an
advocate rather than a leader of the
faculty as faculty regent.
Binfield said he bas served on the
Faculty Senate and the senates'
Executive Committee.
He has also chaired the English
and philosophy Department's Executive Committee, served on the University Tenure Committee and is
currently coordinator of the Multicultural, Class and Gender Studies
program, he said.
He said these
roles have prepared him to
meet
faculty
needs.
"Faculty need
an advocate who
will meet regularly with faculty
in the various
Kevin Binfield academic units,
work
closely
with the Faculty Senate, begin conversations on issues facing the faculty and act in accordance with the
wishes of the faculty," Binfield said.
There is some controversy over
whether Binfield can legally run.
Dunn said the Rules and Bylaws
Committee of the Faculty Senate
asked the University attorney to
research state statutes about faculty
with employed spouses running.
Binfield's wife. Ramona Sm~th, is a
faculty member.
University Attorney, john Rall.
said, "The statute, KRS 164.360(2),
has nothing to do with the qualifica-

WHAT'S ONLINE

tion of a regent. It states, 'No person
shall be employed at an institution
where his relative serves on the
Board of Regents for that institution.'
"There's always been the question
of whether (Binfield's wife's removal
from the faculty) should be required
in the future or whether that means
that if a regent meets the qualifica·
tions and wins, that you have to
remove an existing employee."
Peggy Pittman-Munke
Pittman-Munke. associate professor of social work. said she is confident in her leadership and drive in
the educational setting, as well as her
belief in a broader-ranged constituency for the position.
She currently
serves as president of the Faculty Senate, vice
president of the
Coalition of Faculty Senate Leadership ( COSFL)
and has been the
president of the
coalition for the
Peggy Munlte last two years.
She said she is
also an extended intern for the
Council on Postsecondary Education
(CPE).
"I have experience at putting faculty issues out there to represent all
of all," she said. "For instance, I managed to get faculty representation on
all committees of the CPE, and that
had never been done before."
Pittman-Munke added issues such
as faculty salaries and allotment of
University funds are pertinent to
draw and maintain an excellent
teaching staff.
Jack Rose
Rose, professor in the department

Graphic: by Chris Phillips/The News
Not all students are opposed to the new design. Whitney Wallace, senior from Dover. Tenn., said she approves of the website.
Said Wallace: "I think it's definitel)· appealing for students
looking at Murray State's campus. 1 think It looks really nice.
Anything new takes some getting used to so I've had to toy with
different things here and there. I had to get used to the website
when I was first a student here."
Contact Reside at nicholas.reside@murraystate.edu.

of educational studies, leadership
and counseling. said his leadership
potential and experience make him a
standout candidate.
Rose said his experience working
on boards and with CEOs .in a variety
of organizations like the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools
(SACS), with the state YMCA board
and the Purchase Area Regional
Industrial Authority board, have
helped him gain experience necessary to represent the faculty well.
"I also led the effort to form the
Faculty Senate," Rose said. "We
were successful in that, and I even
served as the first president of that
in the early '70s.''
Rose said the elected faculty regent
needs to have
good relationship
with the regents
and
faculty,
establishing
a
good
rapport
with the five new
members coming
on the board.
"I can work well
with (the new
Jack Rose
members). and I
know that something that must be addressed for the
faculty is the issue of salary," he said.
"Salaries haven't risen to a standard
of consideration."

as the chair of criminal affairs;
served as vice-president ooe year
and president one year.
1like the faculty, and I think that
I can help them," Wattier added.
Wattier said while serving on the
senate, .he gained a sense of faculty
perspective about how shared gover·
nance works. In addition. he spent
time serving on the CPE as the only
faculty member on a iS-member
board, representing the entire faculty in the commonwealth.
Wattier pointed out University
problems he would ll.ke to fix.
"Salary is a major concern of this
University," he said. "We have got to
address the salary problems on this
campus."
Miller said candidates arc invited to attend two
.*• .
forums to answer
. .
any
questions.
.. ·
.. "'• The first is an
informal Faculty
~' .
Senate meeting at
.
3:30 p.m. Tuesday
and the second is
a public discusMark Wattier sion for all faculty
in Mason Hall
Auditorium at 3:30p.m. Wednesday.
Online balloting will be held from
4 a.m. Thursday to 4 p.m. Friday.
The regent will be sworn in Sept 17.
Each candidate must have followed a set of guidelines to become
eligible for candidacy, she sald.
Said Miller: "The statute says that
he or she has to have 20 signatures of
eligible faculty; they have to be a
full·time member of the teaching
faculty; and they cannot bold an
administrative position if serving as
faculty regent."
Contact Ramsey at aramsey5@
murraystate.edu.
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Mark Wattier
Wattier. professor of government,
law and international affairs, said the
longevity of his career at the University, along with his experience with
faculty, make him a worthy candidate.
"This is my 31st year as a fa<.'ulty
member," he said. "Nine of those
years, I served on the Faculty Senate:
I served on the executive committee
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This week
September2
•6:30 p.m. Murray State Tennis Club:

,..

rteiiUI~:Uill'fiJ Center room

Purcell Tennis Courts

Center for Shadent IDvolvement.

..,. p.m. "Tbe White Ribbon• Ciaema lnte.matioaaJ; ~rris Center
l'beater. free
•All., SUIQIIIel' fiuale; Nature Sta~~.Lad Bet"nea the Lakes. free

CominG Up
•.51!'1D'I:LID. FaCulty senate meetiDag:
rit Center Barkley Room
., p.m. CAB meetms; Curds Center
Tennessee Room; OP@. to the public
eS p.m. American Medical Student
Alasuciation sponsoring pre-medical
lnforiaation paoel; Curtis Center MlsliasipplllOOm
.&30 p.m. Mutray State Tennis Club;
PurceU Tennis Courts. open to all

Police Beat
August26
2:58 p.m. A caller reported
individuals banding out fliers
at Woods Hall. Officers
informed them of University
policy and referred them to
Student Affairs.
4:10 p.m. An officer requested
to meet with the owner of a
vehicle parked at Waldrop
and Valentine streets. The
officer issued a parking citation and notified the owner of
University parking regulations.
8:2S p.m. Officers conducting
a traffic safety checkpoint at
14th and Payne streets issued
a citation to Joshua Metzger,
sophomore from Mayfield,
Ky., for operating on a suspended operator's license.

August 27 ,,
2:45 a.m. A caller reported

damage to a stop sign caus~d
by a vehicle near Regents

p.m.~~Pn!r!

•6 p.m. Saturday, Football
vs. Southeast Missouri
State; Roy Stewart Stadium.
free with Racercard

sion; CUrris Center Theatre
roS ,...._ SGA; Curtis Center
1\oOm: open to tbe pW)Uc

lf you would like an event to appear in
the This Week section, fill out a form in
The Murray State News office at W
Wilson Hall. fax to 809-317,5 or e-mail
information to tbenews@
murraystate.edu.
Vlease submit event$ by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

College. Officers responded
but were unable to locate any
damage to a sign.
7:32 p.m. Racer Patrol reported two golf carts in the mall
area. An officer checked the
area, but the carts were gone
on arrival.
11:37 p.m. Officers issued a
citation to Chastin Sheppard,
sophomore from Murray, for
possession of alcohol by a
minor.

August28
2:58 a.m. A caller from Hart
College requested to speak to
an
officer
concerning
unwanted sexual contact. The
incident was determined to
have occurred off campus.
Murray Police Department
was contacted and responded
to take a report.
12:19 p.m. A person requested
to speak to an officer concerning a motor vehicle accident at Hart College~ The person was given a self accident
report.
9:21 p.m. A caller reported a

possible disturbance outside
Hester College. Officers
located two people arguing
and took an information
report.

August29
2:36 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth College reported possible drug use in the amphitheater area. Officers checked
the person and determined it
was not marijuana use.
4:11 p.m. A person at Winslow
Dining Hall reported lost
property. A description of the
item was taken.
l1:5l p.m. A caller requested to
speak to an officer concerning
possible harassment at Hart
College. An information
report was taken.

August30
7:41 p.m. A caller from Hart
College requested to speak to
an officer about unwanted
communication. The caller
was referred to Murray Police
Department because they
were already investigating the

unwanted communication.
citation to Herbert frederick.
freshman from Murray, at the
corner of North lOth and
Chestnut streets for failure to
yield right of way to pedestrian in crosswalk and one missing headlight.
ll:SS p.m. A caller from Elizabeth College reported being
locked out of a vehicle. Officer was unable to unlock the
vehicle.

August31
11:01 a.m. A caller on North
12th Street reported a person
had fallen out of a wheelchair
in the roadway. Campus and
city police and an ambulance
responded. The person was
assisted out of roadway and
into their wheelchair.
11:46 a.m. A caller at Sparks
Hall requested officers check
the area for a suspicious person. Officers spoke with the
caller and checked the area.
The person was gone upon
officer arrival.

A C~t C)D 16th St ~ed
tlu'owiag a ball U was soiog
the street. All of&er ~ to the
individuals and requested that they
move to a dlfferent place to throw tbe

balL
7:18 p.m. Officers assisted
Murray Police in the investigation of a female being taken
from the Roy Stewart Stadium area and being sexually
assaulted off campus.

ciations to Landon Crull,
freshman Windsall, Ind., and
Zachary Brown, freshm;m
from Murray, for possession
of alcohol by a minor and
drinking in public. Tim
Drury. sophomore from
Lawrenceburg, was cited for
possession of alchol by a
minor.

September I
12:30 am. Officer spoke with
resident outside of Clark College. The person went in the
building after speaking to the
officer.
S:S9 a.m. Officers at Stewart
Stadium escorted Murray
State football team out of
town.
10'.25 A caller notified Public
Saftey of a .fire drill. After
completion. officers issued

Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 4
Arrests- 0
Assistant News Editor Austin
Ramsey compiles Police Beat
with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.

Infonpational Meeting on Monday, Sept. 13, at 4:30 p.m. in room BB252.
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Aug.30

10:09 p.m. Officers issued a

Informational Meeting on Monday, Sept.l3, at 4:30p.m. in room BB252.
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2011 WINTER
I~TRODUCTION TO:
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SEMINARS

STUDYAB~OADPROG~S
WINTER ONE SEMINAR

lattnatioaal BasiatSS Stlllnan prolldl)· prtStnts u opportvalty of a liftti11e.
Stllckats will participate iD lecturt-dlsnmion session wltll executives of urioas
mlllillatloul corporalioDt, loc:al Earoptan buslaess firms, govrrameDt agtadts.

Dec. 27,2010 to Jan.14, 2011
London, Unlttd Kingdom;

d

Paris, France; Geneva, Switzerland;
Heidelberg, Gennany;

c.

tile opportaaily 10 lnttncl with
m•ay forric• ba~bla' rurull~es at

•rll IH 11 ~n Ill• tilt) fOIIdurrld busillnt. Ia lldllltiH. I llacl
rht ch11ct In fVtl) rouarr, to apcnd
dn IK a 'IHriU' aid 11ft wiiiC
dlft~ICtl ...,., iilllarititt uht

I Partldlpaa1ts in tbr lattraatioDal BusiDm Srllliurs Program will investigate.___ _ _ _ _ _,.........

Amsterdam, The Nethelfands.

policy. stnlegy nd stnlctare Ia aD lutenatioaal tODIHl Tht Stmiun

1e.Biiplllillu aaarkttiDg aDd maaagtmtDt fuactloDt ud caa bt taken for 3 semester uDits of upptr-divisloD
ndftlrldute or paate basiHa rmllt. NM-bu~Deu aajon may abo bt able to takt tH coarse for
credit l110111t drcumstum.

WINTER TWO SEMINAR
Dec. 27, 2010 to Jan. 8, 2011
London, United Kingdom;
Bruuela, a.Jglum;
Paris, France.
CONTACT:
Prof. Sam McNeely
4090 Business Building
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3314
Tel: (270) 809-6205
Email: sam.mcneely@murraystate.edu
Home Office:
International Business Seminars
8980 E. Ralntree Dr.• Suite 200
Scottsdale, AZ. 85260-7301
Tel: (480) 874-0100
Email: lnfo@ibstours.com
Website: WNW.ibstours.com

WINTER MBA SEMINAR
Dtc. 31, 2010 to Jan. 9, 2011
Paril, France;
London, Unlttd Kingdom

Activities will Include visits to such lntarnatlonal

1\e evenll purpost of tile IDttnatleDal Buuaess Sellliaan Procnm is to allow parlkipants to bt exposed
to iatenatioul basiDas pndica oatsidt tile UliCed States. Panidputs are l1so ctvn •• iuipt lato
soda! aDd political eoviroDmeDts of each couDtry visited. This Is a aDique opportunity for
viduh wilt arr iDtmsttd II pmabtg a career ialatmaatioul basiDess.. or rtlattd fltJds, to acqaire a
baad view of IDttraatiooal b11&ioess pncticet whllt etptrltDclng the rscilemenl of travtliag abroad.
Snllur prl« iDdada rot1H trip iattrutleaal alrfart ud reqW-td pld trwportatioa
tbe UDiltd Stata; the Seminar program aDd amngementt; lint-class hetrl roomi aDd coatiDealal breakfasts; t01ne related readlag maleriab: scheduled cullural acthitia and admiDktntlve costs associated
with tbe procnm.
The Stmlaw price does Dot r.vtr hlft!Oa or fees at yoar uivenity: your ewD ptrstul sptDdlag moDey:
mtst laDcba aod diD1en. Tile total cost of tile Seaiur ri1 depeod oa yoar poilt of depamre ud pcrIODal speodlng habits.

2011 Summer Sernilars:

organizations as:
Nestle

Lockhltd Martin

GE Nuovo Pignone

DuPont de Nemours

BMW.Oingolflng

Pric:ewltlrhouloopers

Uoyd'e of London

NatiOflll Bank of Belgium

Microsoft

Heinektn 1nterMiional

EIIUIIy

SwarovslcJ Crystal

Bank of England

Johnson &Johneon

Baccarat Crystal

Texas Instruments

SUMMER ONE SEMINAR
lilly 20, 201! to June 12, 2010
Munich, Gennally:
~ Auatrla; Florenct,lllly;
Nice, Lyon, IIICI Plrtl, Frlr!CI;
London, Unkld Kingdom.

SUMMER TWO SEMINAR
June 10,2011 to July 3, 2011
Romt and FlortiiCI, Italy;
lnnsbruck, Austria; Munich, Gtrmany;

I.Jusannt, Swltzerllnd; Paria, FI'IIICI;
London, Unllld Klngdalll.

SUIIIIER IIBA SEMINAR
June 10, 2011 to .hill 11, 2011
ROIM II1CI FlortiiCI,Itlly.

SUMMER CHINA SEIIIIAR
August 6, 2011to August1t,2011
Blijltlg, Xlln, .nd Shqhal, China.
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Pbone: 809-5873

Our view

Tolerance of religion,
on and off campus
The staffeditorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
ofThe Murray State News.

Q

ur generation takes a
number of freedoms and luxuries for granted. Students sit at
their computers, exchanging
messages with their friends,
family and employers without
any inconvenience. Information
is freely sent and received.
Letters filled with positive
and negative opinions are found
in just about every inbox. Can
you imagine freedom being
denied?
Americans have access to vast
amounts of information and
media that portions of the world
are not privy. Not only do we
have access, but we also have
the freedom to report information and also openly disagree.
Elections are field days for
opm10ns, overflowing with
voices supporting and disagreeing on subjects both bland and
ludicrous.
Along with indoor plumbing,
cheap, plentiful food and shoes,
our nation takes freedom of religion for granted. The First
Amendment states Congress is
unable to create laws that
respect or prohibit the practice
of any religion.
The nation is not exclusively
one religion, but Y.QM, ~F-ill find
people vehemently opposed to a
different religion Jt:tian their
own.
Some individuals even claim
it is 'un-American' to believe
and practice a different religion.
The religious tolerance of
America allows for a variety of
religious practices. large cities
are petri dishes of spiritually
curious individuals and people

have the freedom of exploring
multiple religions until they
find the perfect match for their
beliefs.
Though you may not agree
with Christianity, Judaism,
Islam or other less known religions, each has the right to be
observed by Americans.
Teenagers know best how
frustrating it is to be under constant control and everyone can
remember being stuck in those
aggravating years. Would you
want to remain under that control? Attempting to smother the
religious beliefs of others simply because they differ from
your own is, simply put, not
right.
At Murray State the tolerance
of religious diversity is amazing.
During a brisk walk to class, you
may over hear several different
theological discussions.
There are students from
around the world coming
together on this very campus
acknowledging and respecting
the differences of each other.
Outside of the University and
Murray the religious tolerance
is low.
Religious diversity outside of
campus is scarce and practically
unheard of, especially further
from large cities. As students at
Murray State, you have access to
a variety of cultures and religions.
Your options are far from limited. When you finally graduate
and move forward in life, carry
the diverse knowledge you
experience in college with you
and pass it on to others you
encounter who are not as fortunate.
Be the generation that accepts
others for their differences and
respects differing beliefs.

IW IIo!•tllilk ...

How o you know when you have
become an adult?
"When nothing makes sense and you
have to worry about everything."
KhaY!a Anson • Radcliff. Ky.
junior

"When you pay your bills, buy your
clothes, gas and food. And when you go
home and your apartment is filled with
your parents' stuff."
Kayla Jones • louisvtlle
senior

"When you start your career job or you
have a kid."
Jimmie Martin • Madisonville. Ky.
junlor

Co ntributing photographer Melissa Ruhlman

One 'ring' to rule them all

Campus voice

City sticker not accepted by all
I know
this might
sound
childish,
but I'm
not getting a city
sticker. A
town the
of
size
Murray
Cornelius Hocker has little
Junior from
need for
s u c h
Greenville, Ky.
ridiculous measures. To ring the sentiment of SGA President Kirby
O'Donoghue, "I do respect governments and what they do..."
However, I am not going to
support an ordinance that
should not even be in place.
Plus, the stickers are a huge eye
sore.
Although there are tons of
vehicles on campus, I made the
realization last night that I was
really fortunate to have a vehicle on campus.
I ran into several students
who didn't and still don't have a
vehicle here. Vehicles lead me
to tickets and the dreaded Racer
Patrol. Let me take you back to
the fall of 2008. I was fresh out
of high school. fresh from a
summer medical/dental workshop and na'ive to what lay
ahead of me. During my summer orientation, I was warned
about the ticket-writer. I still
find it amazing one person is
able to cover so much distance
in so little time.
Anyway, .I didn't think much
about the ticket-writer in
August of 2008. We experienced glorious weather, with an
occasional rainfall, from August

to early October my freshman
year. Walking to class was
something I enjoyed, when I
went to class. 1 didn't experience the mortification of finding that little white ticket until
the weather took a turn for the
cold.
Wanting to avoid the frigid
temperatures, I thought it
would be fine to just park my
car in the parking area along
Olive. WRONG! Class was over
and I was walking rather briskly
to my truck.
There I saw a ticket flapping
in the cold wind. $15. No sweat.
After the first ticket, I became
rather numb to the whole
process. Oh, I'm going to park
my car outside of a building for
a second while I run in and get
something. Give me a ticket?
OK. It was too easy. I would
look at the ticket, complain, rip
it up and go on about my business.
Classes had ended the first
semester of my freshman year,
and I was anxious to see bow I
managed. I logged onto the PIN
System, I'm really dating
myself. DENIED! I don't know
what the message said, but it
was pretty much telling me,
'you can't see your grades
because you owe Murray State
University money.' It was a
learning experience. I called the
Bursar's Office and for the price
of about two new books, I could
see my grades. Now flash forward to the this summer.
I was now living in Murray.
and may or may not have been
working. I've got the feel for the
city. I check out all the local
shops downtown. I see Psychic
Ann for advice and I know all

the back roads to avoid five
points. I happened to be at a
local restaurant and I see a cop
car puU around and get out of
his car. If you frequent the BP
on 121, you know this isn't a rare
occasion, especially in the
evening. I watch him because
that's what all normal people
do.
He gets out and starts looking
at vehicles. He writes two tickets. He gets back in his car and
leaves. I'm dumbfounded. The
two cars weren't parked in a
handicap and they didn't even
have a Calloway County license
plate.
My friend goes inside to tell
her manager and assistant manager they had been ticketed.
And yes, it was for not having
the most recent sticker affixed
to their car window.
This brings me to a very valid
question. How in the world do
they know who works in the
city and who doesn't? In The
Murray State News' front page
article last week, a student was
quoted for saying police were
ticketing people at The Chase.
That is simply ludicrous.
I feel that a payroll tax would
be the best route to go because
people don't have a choice in
this matter.
It would make things simpler,
especially for University students. Most of us don't have
time between our busy schedules to go down to city hall,
explain what we need, wait five
minutes for no reason and shell
out $50.
My opinion on the matter is
clear. I may or may not be
working on campus. but I will
never get a city sticker.
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Across campus
University campaign bits $50 .,.nHon
Murray State's Hold Thy Banner HJgh lwldrllsing effort
bas been able to stay afloat despite tbe ~ economy.
This montb, the campaign bringing money to the campus hit
the $50 million mark.
Nearly 50 perc~ot of the ftua4s Crom theca~ feed into
student scbolarsbipll.
The fundrai5er continues.tbroup Dec:. 31.2012, With a goal
of $60 million.

Cycling class offeled tbr enrpoyees
A cycling class geared toward Murray ~employees will
be offered at tbe Student Recreation aod Wellnets Center,
The 45-minute class, sponsored by the Ua.l•enity employee weUness program, ..ealtby LIFE, will stan at 8 a.m. every
Tuesday morning.
To ensure y(,m have a bike, call the WeUness Center. 809·
6000.

University President Randy Dunn's Commission on Retention Is desloned to keep classrooms full and enrollment numbers up.

Dunn announces Presidential
Commission on Retention
Nick Reside
News Editor
In an effort to lower the student dropout rate, University President Randy Dunn has announced the Presidential Commission
for Retention.
The commission is compnscd of numerous faculty members,
along with SGA President Kirhy O'Donoghue. Carmen Garland,
special assistant w the vice president of student affairs for retention, and Renae Duncan, assodntc pruvost for undergraduate
l~dut:ation, l'u-chair tl1c commission.
Garland said Murmy State currently holds a 72 percent retention r;~tc. She sai,i within three years, she hopes to increase the
rate to 85 percent.
The Board of Regents will need to approve the commi~ion
bcforc its members can begin acting to increase retention, Gar·
land said. The board will voll' at its next meeting on Sept. 17.
"I'm absolutely certain that the Buard of Regents will endorse
this project," she satd.
The University has had an office for retention for several
years. Garland said. The office helped create an alert program
through myGate that :tllows faculty 10 nutify the parents and
guardians of students failing ..:our!:>t:s.
"Even though that proC('SS is relatively painless for faculty
members to complete, we're not there yet," she said. "We still
have students that fail all their classes and are suspended and as
I track them. we don't have any of those students that have got·
ten retention alerts from then faculty members.''
Garbnd said she h.1s numerous short-term and long-term
goals for the presidential commission. Amongst-these are policy
changes that require attention, including the attendance and
midterm policies for 300-lcvel courses and above.
"My personal philosophy is thut rl'lention starts from tht~
moment we start recruiting 11 student," she said. "[f you recruit
them and ynu admit them and you enroll them and you take their

money. then they're ours and we should accept some rcsponsi·
bility, as in retention, to reach them to the point of graduation."
Garland said she was enthusiastic about the commission.
"We're really luck')' at Murray State that we have, from the
administration on down, faculty and staff that generally care
about our students and want them to be successful," she said. "I
really believe that this commission will make some ch~tnges and
will tweak some things that will make a difference here on our
campus and help more students be successful."
Erin Silliman,~:;raduatc student from Springfield, Ill .. said some
friends of hers dropped out while she was an undl•rgraduate.
"1 totally support that. I think it's good that we try to keep our
students, but at tht• same time, the University is gwwing at a
rapid rate." she said.
Dunn commented on the importance of the new commission.
"We're usually first or second best in the cornmonwe:Uth of
public universities on retention, but we know that that challenge
is getting harder," he said. "We don't want to slip ~md lose the
success we've had so we want to look all across campus and
come up with a plan on how we can re-double our retention
efforts. which by the way is a huge part t)f cnrollnwnt."
This is the third presidential commission Dunn ha~ created.
The first, the Prl'Sident's Commission on Diversity and lndu·
sion. led to the addition of sexual orientation to I he non-dis·
crimination polic)'.
The second, the President's Commission on Sustainability,
was created to address campus issues and concerns regarding
environmental issues.
"The notion of these commissions (on sustainability and
retention) is to basicallr say these arc broad areas of responsibility for campus growth and improvement but take a lot of great
minds throughout campus and bringing a group together to create a long range plan and implement that plan to make progress
in those two areas.'' Dunn said.
Contact Reside at nichohJs.rc!'idc@murraysratc.cdu.

Speech therapy at satellite campus
Murray State's Hopkinsville campus has successfully
implemented a project called Swruner Solutions: Speech
Therapy for Young Children witb Down Syndrome.
The project is currently assisting eight intellectually dis·
abled youth through funding supported by tbe Office of
Regional Stewardship.
Students in speech-language pathology in the College of
Health Sciences were able to gain experience and learn
assessment and treatment techniques for youth with Down
Syndrome.

Sponsored Programs
director steps down
Staff report
Upon receiving another employment opportunity, Michael
Wctherholt, director of the office of sponsored programs
resigned Monday.
Wethcrholt served Murray State for nearly lO years.
As director, he worked to support faculty in developing grants
among other responsibilities in the research department.
According to Provust Bonnie Higginson, administration plans
to evaluate the office's current status before conducting a nation·
al search to fill the position.
University President Randy Dunn said he is happy with
Wetherholt's contribution and is looking forward to the opportunities resulting from a oation:U search.
''Michael has put in a very good effort to have, what I think, for
a school our size, a very competent research shop," Dunn said. "I
do think there's an opportunity with this vacancy to get a sponsored programs director who can build on what Michael put in
place."
The key for the new director is being able to manage an office
that can keep up with the faculty's research success, Dunn said.

Students, faculty respond to mosque permit denial
Riordan Scalzitti-Sanders
Contributing writer
On April 25. 2010, tht• City Cmmcil of May•t permit Hllowing for a
gwup of Somali Muslims II• convert a currently unused building into a mosque.
The Council voted against the permit under
the assumption that parking would be insufficient at the location.
With onlr sbc parking spaces available near
the building, local merchants and townsfolk
agreed it would cause an undo hurdt•n on the
city, WPSD reported Tuesday.
"These Somalis and students here nt MSU
need a place to pray," said Michael Morgan.
professor of English and philosophy. "Of
course every community wants a building that
b mostly for that purpose. They just need one
that will accommodate their specific spiritual
necessities.··
Morgan said the needs of Mayfield's Muslim
community are still not met.
Tyler Paschall, senior from Memphis, Tenn.,
and president of Coexist, a student-runurgani·

Odd voted against

zation based on peaceful religious cohabita·
tion, said the City Council came to a tinal con·
elusion without hearing the side of the original
petition applicilnts.
This was due to the large amount of people
at the town meeting. When the petition applicants showed up to defend their plan, security
turned them away due to safety codes. By the
time the mistake was dlc;covcred, the meeting
had ended, WPSD reported.
"Once the mistake had been made they tried
to find those people and bring them in, but they
couldn't.'' Pasch:Ul said. "Security didn't realize
that they were the ones presenting the plan for
the community center. The fact that cheers
rang out when the town council voted it down
raises some questions as to why the permit was
denied."
Paschall said he feels the applicants should
be able to appeal or reapply their petition due
to these circumstances.
WPSD reported that an Jslamic advocacy
group based in Carbondale, Ill., would be representing the Somali Muslims as they anticipate taking some sort of legal action. The

ACLU is also being consulted.
"About IHO workers from Saudi Arabia
moved to Mayficlu in search of employment
wirh a nearby chicken company,'' Morgan said.
This reflects the University's growing Mus·
lim population.
"The important thing is that the internation·
al students here need a place to practice their
religion and at the same time come up with a
service that would attract more students." said
Yarali Abdulrahman, professor of science,
engineering and technology. "There is a fast
growth rate in thb group of students. and they
don't want anything large or obtrusive. just a
place that will .tccommudatc the needs of the
community."
A mosqut~ is currently located in nearby College Courts. It is a place uf prayer and contcm·
plation for local Muslim students.
"Now instead of20 students we have at least
120 Muslim students and this increased num·
bcr requires a bigger place," Abdulrahman
said.
"Murray might also make a better place to
have a mosque or a community center because

people here have already been exposed co
other cultures through the University," he said.
Saeed Alzarooni, graduate student from
Dubai in the United Arab Emirates and President of the Muslim Student Organization, said
the parking situation in College Courts leaves
much to be desired. Numerous tickets and
fines harass the religious community.
"MSU is making a lot of money from parking
fines, a lot of us are paying hundreds of dollars
in tickets," Alzarooni said. "We would like a
place to practice that does not have such problems.
"It's good for the cit}' also, people can come
and we will do activities for Muslim or nonMuslim children. They can .see our culture."
Yasecn Alsiviani, graduate student from Jeddan, Saudi Arabia and president of the Saudi
Student Organization, said he wants others to
know his organization is peaceful.
Said Alsiviani: "The first thing other Saudi
students ask me is if there is a place to pray and
to sit together."
Contact Scalzitti·Sanders at riordan.scalzitti
sanders@murraystate.edu.
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Well, Bey There Murray State

Sometimes funny things happen
Honestly, I have no
idea how I got this job.
What I do know,
though, is I am
extremely b~dtcful for
the opportunity to succeed Ricky Martin as
the Assistant Sports
Editor.
Multiple times 1
have racked my mind
Hursey
for what to write Assislllnt Spons Editor
about, and as I sit here
1 am still undecided as I write this. I could
tell you about myself, like my love for St.
Louis sports (especially Cardinals baseball), but 1 am pretty sure no one wants to
hear my life story, so I decided against the
autobiography.
Then I thought, since this is Murray
State':; newspaper, maybe 1 should write a
, story on a fall sports team -seems logical
for a sports writer to want to write about
a sports team.
As l failed to think of anything relevant
to write about, my boss Greg Waddell,
told me to write ~.m whatever topic I wanted. My initial response was, "Well, can I '
writl' on why 1 think gas stations need to
eliminate either the 'Yes' or the 'Enter'
button from the gas pump?" I always get
confused on which one the machine
Photo courtesy of Facebook.com
wanrs.
Once I convinced him not to fire me on
As the Voice of the Racers. Neal Bradley has been a part of some of the program's biqgest moments, including last yea(s buuer-beater ac)ainst Vanderbilt In San Jose, calif.
the spot, he proceeded to tell me to write
on anything sports-related.
1 found myself back at square on~. so I
just decided to write about why I love
Murray State athletics. Entering my fifth
year at Murrny State, I feel I have the "old
man's" perspective on so many different
things that have happened since my freshman year, way back in the fall of '06.
I can remember my senior year of high
Elizabeth Johnson
head, savoring every moment.
not supposed to stand up on press row."
Editor-in-Chief
''Someone else will be doing it somewhere
school and not knowing what college I
And although .he recalls a lot, Bradley
claims he does not remember everything.
down the road," he said.
wanted to attend - Murray State or
When Joe Smith was a teenager, he att~.•nd
Oxford? Tirne went by, and I was still
"1 remember some of the moments (and) all
undecided, but then March Madness haped his first Racer basketball game inside
The memories
of the players who played major roles, but in
Racer Arena. Years later, Smith, 54. attends
Because of Murray State athletics, Bradley
pened, and Murray State basketball found
terms of remembering all of it, there's just so
every men's basketball and football gaml' at
has traveled to more than 30 states 11nd spent
much of it," he said.
• themselves playing North Carolina in the
home and on the road, but not as a fan. Smith
Christmases in Puerto Rico. He has befriendfirst round. Since my little brother loves
is, what some might call, a celebrity. Smith is
UNC, I had to root for the Racers.
ed coaches and athletes who have built legaI>anciug with the Racers
M~~eryonc knew, including me, Murray
the Voice ~f the Racers, more commonly
cies here and elsewhere.
While many of the great days of Murray
lmowo liji~ on-air persona Neal Bradley.
-.iM;::;i~i;iliote--stoOd no chance. Yet. as some of my
He holds enough knowledge of ru.c~r lililtoState football and the days of Popeye Jones
Wormer coaches would say, "That's why
have ~Jradley bas enjoyed
The name
living in the new era of Racer
they play the game."
Many people who know
As the game progressed, much to my
athletics, especially basketball.
Bradley don't realize his
surprise, we were not losing; in fact, we
Making the move with the
.name is just an alias. Some
were beating the reigning national chamteam from Racer Arena to the
athletes spend four years at
pions of college basketball. Unfortunately,
RSEC after the 1997-98 season,
the Racers did not win the game, but I
Murray State before finding
things changed. Although the
out the man on the sidelines
remember how drawn to Murray I became
intimacy of the fans on top of
is Joe Smith.
during those two hours. The Racer Nation
the court isn't present in the
Many may wonder where
hooked me that night, and almost five
multi-functional
building,
years later, nothing has changed.
the name comes from, but
Bradley said the competitiveBradley admits the story isn't
How can l ever forget my first home
ness is still there.
as elaborate as some may
football game nnd seeing the Racer Band
"When it's rocking at the
think.
playing the school fight song to lead the
RSEC, it's an incredible atmosAfter getting a lob at a stateam onto the field? What about the first
phere," he said.
tion in Owensboro, Ky .. he
time seeing the cheerleaders and Racer
The RSEC rocked during
was told he couldn't use his
the 2009-10 season as the
Girls have to clear the track because
given name. It was too comRacer-1 docs not stop for anybody after a
men's basketball team finished
mon and there was already
touchdown?
with the best season record in
someone named Joe on-air.
The intensity and excitement of the first
school history and the first
"The manager told me,
home OVC basketball game, being the ball
NCAA tournament win since
'you can't use the same name.
boy for Coach Schwcpker at volleyball
1988.
You can't usc Joe'," Bradley
games and yelling out of the windows in
"I was a bit jealous back in
said.
the Curris Center at soccer referees for
'88," he said "You never really
And with that, Bradley
missing calls arc just some things that
know how long It'll be until
chose his middle name Neal
come to mind when I think about Murray
your next NCAA tournament
to use on-air. Then his manState sports.
win. I remember, watching as a
The years of being a Murray State athager asked how he felt about
fan that year, seeing that and
Neal Bradley. Bradley agreed
letic supporter have not come without let
thinking, 'gosh, that'd be great
and "it's stuck ever since."
downs, but when our teams do amazing
to be able to watch one of
things, there is no feeling like it that ties '
those as a fan."
me closer to my school.
The voice
Finally, Bradley's chance to
Bradley may have had the
When I watched the Murray State baswatch a Racer win in the
name but was just a Racer fan
ketball team almost pull off the "upset"
NCAA tournament came in
long before he became the
\'Crsus UNC, I expected sporting greatMarch when the Racers upset
Voice of the Racers.
Vanderbilt in San Jose, Calif.
ness every year I went to Murray -as time
Hlop
Bradley began to bleed
went by, I realized that was just a dream of
Bradley was heard over the
After winnino theOVC tournament last season, senior Danero Thomas presented Bradley
blue and gold after a Murray
an IH-year·old boy with really high expecradio shouting during the final
tations.
State versus Western Ken- with a piece of the net.
seconds of the game, "Danero
tucky game in Racer Arena.
Thomas, jumper for the win.
Now, at 22. I have matured (regrettably,
only in sports understanding), but I do
"There were so many people there. It was
ry to talk for days. HI! remembers specific
Good. It's good."
standing room only. People were sitting on
have realistic expectations for our teams.
plays, names and how much time was left on
"I've had so many opportunities to call
Mon~ importantly, I can now appreciate
the stairs," Bradley said. "I've been a Racer fan
the clock when a touchdown or basket was
NCAA tournament games, many we were
ever since."
greatness when I see it.
scored.
decided underdogs, supposed to lose. We had
Bradley, who works for Froggy 103.7, has
One of his greatest memories. however, is
The buzzer-beater versus Vanderbilt
opportunities to win. This year, I didn't know.
become a household name for Murray State
exemplifies this best. As I sat. in front of
I thought we llad a good opportunity to win
not from a specific play or game, but the backfans and n:gional residents, but that wasn't his
to- back years when Murray State football finthe big screen in the Curris Center with
because of the defense but to be able to actuchildhood dream.
150 other Murray State students, I realized
ished as the runner-up t(l Tennessee State.
ally experience that," Bradley said, unable to
"Like every kid, I wanted to be a baseball
how special that moment was for our UniAnother memory was in the Racers' 1992
find a word to describe it.
player," Bradley said.
versity. I can only anticipate over the
NCAA tournament appearance when Popcye
"I thought it would be a great experience I
When he realized he couldn't hit the fastjones, who went on to the NBA. led the team.
course of this year, Murray State athletics
didn't know it would be as exhilarating as it
ball, he knew it wasn't the route for him and
will provide me with many opportunities
was. I'd get two or three hours of sleep and
"Popeyc fouled out with under a minute to
began pursuing a radio career.
to write about more of our successes.
you'd never know it the next day, so much
go," Bradley recalled. "There was a standing
Bradley took over announcing football in
ovation and an official came over before he
Most of you do not realize how excited
adrenaline was pumping. 1 always wanted to
I am to write about Murray State athletics.
1988 and men's basketball for the 1991-92 seasat down on the bench and patted him on the
know what it would be like to have a day off
son when the previous announcer took .a
shoulder, shook his hand and patted him on
I know I urn not the only one eager to see
and then get to play another NCAA tourna·
teaching job in Graves County.
our athletic teams succeed, especially with
the butt, I've ncvcr seen an official do that."
ment game and it was amazing to get to expe"I kind of, in a way, fell into this," he said.
More recently, when Aubrey Reese sank a
the results our school produced last year.
rience. It's something that I'll never forget. It
"They asked me if I wanted to do it, (and) I
was just fantastic."
I hope over the year my articles will not
buzzer beater to daim the OVC ~o·harnpionship
did. The opportunity knocked, and I was there
bore you to death, and maybe even a few
in the I999 conference tournament, Bradley
Bradley doesn't know what is in store for
to take it. And I've been doing it ever since.
added a call tu his most memurablc list,
him in the upcoming football and basketball
of them might be intert•sting. A warning
I've enjoyed it, (and) for whatever reason,
"From my angle it ll)oked like the shnt wasthough, I will have a fair amount of sarseasons. With a new head coach and the loss
people seem to enjoy it and if they don't I'm
n't going in. I'd already prepared to say,
casm in my column, and a consistent
of Austen Lane on the gridiron and the
sure they'll let me know."
'Southeast Missouri for the first time ever is
attempt at wittiness, so hopefully you all
absence of Tony Easley and Danero Thomas
Bradley is right. People do enjoy it. The
pick up t'n that, und if not, just keep trying,
the OVC champion.' And as l was about to say
on the hardwood, anything could happen, he
because I'm not stopping it.
Neal Bradley Fan Club group on Face book has
that I saw it go through the hoop. That's the
said.
298 members and he has 381 followers on
only time in my career 1 remember getting up
Contact Hursey at drew.ltursey@
Contact Johnson at elizbetha.johnson@
@murraystate.edu.
Twitter. But Bradley doesn't let it get to his
and making gestures and then realizing I'm
murraystate.edu.

The man behind the voice
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The Great Outdoors

Hunting on the brain

Each week. The Nerd Drew Hursey, Sam D'Souza, Addison Price. Will CartwrlQht.
Dylan Stinson plus a guest will face off in a heated round of Pick 'em.

There is nothing
spectacular about a
dove. No colorful
patterns of plumage,
no tell tale signs that
indicate a trophy.
Maybt! the one
thing that is unique
of a dove is the whisSteve
tle their wings make
as they fly at superMiller
fast speeds or the Outdoor columnist
way they taste after
sizzling on the grill wrapped in bacon.
And yet, fields will be full on the fi rst Saturday of dove season. Hunters will arrive at
the field as soon as the first legal hour of
dove season begins.
They know doves generally won't
become active until afternoon and evening,
but it is opening weekend, and it has been
too long since most hunter~> were lao;t afield.
They do not mind roasting in the summer
sun as they watch for incoming birds, the ,
wait and anticipation add to the experience.
The dove season opener to hunters is
much like spring training for baseball players and fans. The games may not be important, but the sight and smell of freshly
mowed grass on a sunny day lets you know
baseball season is just around the corner.
The same is true of dove season. Though
fall may not have officially begun, it is a
promise of an autumn with its comforting
chilliness at dawn and the wonder of a
hunter's moon turning the evening sky so
orange you swear the horizon is on fire.
So they wait patiently for the ring of the
first shot which announce an outlet for the
hunting passion for the next six months or
so.
Dove hunting creates anticipation for
swollen-neck bucks sauntering past your
stand in November. flocks of ducks
descending on your decoy spread as the sun
breaks the horizon, geese stopping to drop
in on your field as they make their way
south and. turkeys boisterously breaking 1
roost to greet another autumn day.
I
The opening weekend of dove season is
an event in the South. Hunt parties are
formed to ring in the autumn and hunting
season.
Big hunts with family and friends are usually followed by a barbecue accompanied
by laughter. recollections of past hunts and
planning of future ones as dove breasts and
pork roast on the grill.
And you know when you go to sleep at
night, maybe a little tipsy from the dove festival, you can rest assured the next six
months will be filled with experiences like
those shared that day.
This is why the tradition of dove hunting
on opening weekend is as old as bourbon
and as beloved as college football in the
South.

NCAA

PootbaD
Weeki
Sam D'Souza
Addison Price
Drew Hursey
Assistant Sports Editor International Soccer liaison Head of Sports Operations
Last week: (H)
Last week: (H)
last week: o-o
Season record: 0·0
Season record: o-o
Season record: (H)

No. 3 Boise State
at No. 10 Virginia Tech

Will cartwright
Chief Baseball Analyst
last week: o-o
Season recOf'd: o-o

Dylan Stinson

Guest: Ricky Martin

Football Correspondent
last week: (H)
Season record: (H)
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Cameron

Will Cartwright
Most major golf tournaments have four
rounds. l.ikcwbc, Murrny State senior
golfer Cameron Carrico is in his fourth
and final year ut Murra)' State.
The Owensboro, Ky., native said he is
excited for this upcoming year and looking forward to leaving the program as
repeat OVC champions.
Carrico said he believes he has changed
as a person and a teammate now through
his thre~ years of college cxpcrienct!.
"I believe now going into my fourth
year: that I have learned from my teammates and :I$ a golf<'r I believe my mental
game has improved a k1t," C:trrico said.
In Aug1.1St, the gt!lf team went through
th~ir annu:1l qualifying for the upcoming
season. The qualifring covered eight
rounds ut Miller Memorial Golf Course
and Canico sah.l hl• had some lofty cxpcc·
tations for himself this year.
"My goal wa:-; pn~tty high," Carrico said.
"I wanted to gt't 40 under, hut it looks like
lam going to fall H little shy."
A..o; a leadl'l' on this YL'nr's team, Carrico

land Between the Lakes is hosting Summer Finale. The event, which begins today
and ends Monday, features many outdoor
activities. Guided hikes, canoe trips and
many nature classes are just some of the
activities available. Celebrate Labor Day by
getting outdoors!

Cameron Carrico Is currently Racer's No.I golfer.

Carrico has enJoyed a successful three-year career as a Racer.
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has some high cxpl!ctations for the young
.squad that lost some kt•y playl·rs.
"1 want us to win seven tournaments
which is more than our program has C\'Cr
won in the season, and, of course, l want
us to win conference again," Carrico said.
Carrico has been srartmg for the Racers
since his freshman ¥ear, and said he
believes his success on the golf course is
attributed to his relationship with his dad
as well as being the oldest sibling in his
family.
"I ha\'e been trying to impress m)' dad
and the rest of the family. They have really been my inspiration as of lately," he
said.
As for plans after college, Carrico is
hoping to make it to the next level and
become a professional. As of right now he
said his foc.:us is on having a gund senior
year and remembering the goud timl'S he
has had at Murray State.
"I'm going to mis!' ju!'t bdng on campus," Carrico said. "It's small ;mll you
know everybody and it's just a nicl.• environment to be around."
Contact Cartwright at william.
cartwright@murraystate.edu.

Ronnie Brinegar benefit bass
tournament to begin July 1
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·co leads young team
Staff writer

LBL labor day activities kick-off
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Louisville
at Kentucky

The first of three dove season~ to be held
this faU opened Wednesday and will remain
open until Oct 24. Archery, deer and tur key
seasons open Saturday. The season of harvesting deer and turkey with archery equipment will be open from Saturday to Jan 17.
Also, the early season for Canada geese
begins Saturday and ends Sept 12.
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No. 15 Pittsburgh
at Utah

Hunting seasons in full swing

Ronnie Brinegar works at FlW Outdoors
in Benton, Ky.. and is a tournament director. He is an upstanding member of not only
the fishing community, but the Purchase
region community. He is a husband and
father. He was involved in a serious auto
accident on July l, and is starting his long
road to recovery and rehabilitation at The
Shepherd Center in Atlanta, Ga.
The Ronnie Brinegar Benefit Bass Tournament will be held Saturday at Kentucky
Dam Marina. You can register at an optional pre-tournament meeting at Fast Eddies
Tackle on Rt. 68 in Fairdealing, Ky., from
S-7 p.m. today or at the launch ramp before
5:45 a.m. Saturday. All proceeds go toward
helping Brinegar on his road to recovery.
Contact Miller at steven.miller@
murraystate.edu.

Last week: 0·0
Season record: 0·0
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Home sweet home?
Sam D'Souza
Staff writl'r
After two ties on the road, the
Racers returned home to open up
the Racer Classic on Friday with a
game against the South Florida.
They lost in a 4-2 match, yielding
five goal~ in the second half.
The Racers looked to bounce
back against Alabama A&M Sunday, in a barnburner that ended
with a exciting strike in the early
:;econds of overtime. The thrilling
goal secured Murray State the win
and handed the team their first
home victory of the season.
South 1-'lorida struck flrst on Fri·
day with a toe poke in from Chelsea
Klotz on a breakaway in the 41st
minute. Gina Pacheco scored again
for South Flurida in the 54th
minute. Only to have junior defender Maja Nordahl cut the lead back
down to one in a brilliant strike that
went to the upper right corner from
35 yards, off a feed from junior forward Radtel Wright.
The Bulls answered ri~ht back
two minutes later when Klotz
scored another. The match was put
out of reach when the Bulls scored
again in the 84th minute. Murray
State got a final goal in the 90th

Freshman Shauna Wicker goes up for a header against Alabama A&M Monday.

minute on a 25-yard shut, putting
the ball over the head of the South
Florida keeper to make the finnl
score 4-2.
"We played well against South
Florida and Wl' made a few small
mistakes and they capitalized,"
Assistant
Coach
feremy
Iwaszkowic:c said. "We arc excited
though about the direction we are
headed."
On Sunday the R..'lcers dosed out
the Racer Classic against Alabama
A&:M. The Racers failed to score in
regulation despite taking 29 shots
and having 17 on goal.
"We struggled to finish with confidence in front of the net. We had a
tough time finishing. We have a had
a tough time finishing all year,"
lwaszkowiec said.
Nordahl hit the left post in the
73rd minute in nn attempt to break
the 0·0 deadlock. Senior forward
Kalli McCoy had another chance
three minutes later on a breakaway.
She hit the right post only to have it
det1cct away for a goal kick.
Murmy State held the Bulldogs to
only six shots the entire match.
Senior goalkeeper Tara Isbell
recorded her third shutout of the
season. The match w:1s l'orced into
overtime and was finished as soon

as it had begun. Freshman midfield·
er Hanna Moellerstad sent l'
through ball to senior forward
Laken Dirkes for a goal that ended
the match only 29 seconds in.
"We hit the post, we hit the keeper and we hit everybody except the
inside of the net. It was really tough
for us against Alabama A&M so it
was nice for us to score that goal in
overtime to finish the game,"' Head
Coach Beth Acreman said in an
interview with Sports Information.
The Racers head to Oklahoma
this week, taking on Tulsa tonight.
Murray State is also taking on No.
20 Oklahoma State, at 1 p.m. Sunday
in Stillwater. The Cowgirls lost a
heart breaker last week to No. 3
Portland in a 90th minute goal to
end the game 1-0. The Racers arc
looking to upset the perennial powerhouse this weekend.
"Both teams are very gooJ. Okla·
homa State is usually in the top 20,''
Iwaszkowiec said. "We are going to
battle. going to get a result."
The. Racers return home after
their rrips to Tulsa and Oklahoma
State to take on Indiana UniwrsityPurdue University Fort Wayne, Fri·
day.
Contact D'Souza at sam.dsouza@
murraysrate. edu.

Senior Laken Dirkes battles for possession in the Racers H> victory over Alabama A&M.

Freshman Nastazia Christodoulou fights a defender for the ball at Cutchin Field Monday.

Volleyball

Rocky start mars early season
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writ.cr
This wt•ekcnd the Racers started their season with a fourgame losing streak.
Nevertheless, Head Coach David Schwepker said he is
proud of them.
"We didn't win any matches, but it was a whole different
team today than it was yesterday," Schwepker said in an
interview S:tturd:ty after Murray State's match against the
University of Wyoming. "We were really pretty proud of the
girls, especially the way they ended against Wyoming. They
played hard ;md they played welL"
Last weekend the Rac~.?rs headed to the University of
Wyoming where they fell to all four of their oppom:nts.
despite taking games from hoth Northern Arizona and
Wyoming.
"Our gids, right now, an~ just not putting it together,"
Schwcpkcr said, after lhc Friday loss to Northern Arizona.
"They're not gelling too well llt this point. but it's early in the
season. We still have some really good players. We'll get it
turned around for sure."
Even with the losses, Schwepker and his Racers came
away with invaluable in!iight into the season ahead.
"We went over a list of nine or 10 different things we need
to work on, but we won't get all that in this week," Schwepker said. "So we're just going to pick a couple of those, work
on them, so we can be a little mure successful this weekend
and then we'll pick a few more and go and try to get every-

thing straightened out."
Today. Murray State continues in its preseason matches
with the Hcarcat Invitational in Cincinnati, Ohi<l.
"I think it's going to be a lot like the Wyoming tournaml.!nt," Sl:hwepkcr said. "All the teams in there are strong.
Again, it's going to be us trying to see what this team can do
and getting closer to figuring out a solid lineup. Each of these
tournaments builds on the last one, so bopt:fully what w<·
learned last weekend we can take into this one until we get
to conference and hopefully we will have a starting line up
that's pretty stable."
The Racers faccoff against James Madison, Kent State and
Cincinn:ui. all of which have gained wins this season.
''They'll go in a lot more confident than we will, I'm sure;
and that's just something we'll have to get over," Schwcpker
said. ''Hopefully we'll rise up so we can get some wins and
sec wherl.! we go from there. It's a lung season, we're trying
to build something so that by the end we're very strong, and
that's what we're looking for."
With lhe season just beginning, the Racers arc far from
hopeless.
"I do think that this team can be very good, 1 really do,"
Schwepker said. "It's just a matter of whether these athletes
are going to put together what we keep practicing and going
over. Conference season's going to come up and everybody's
going to be fighting for that."
Confcrenct~ play hegins with a home match Sept. 17 against
Austin Pcay.

File photo/Nate Brebiord

Junior llbero Kayleah Sauer celebrates in a match against lipscomb last season.

Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbctter@murraystate. edu.

Cross Country
Addison Price

Racers look
to improve
at Early
Bird Invite

Staff writer
With the summer months in hindsight and a
long season ahead, the men':; and women's cross
country teams are heading to Carbondale, Ill., for
the Southern Illinois Early Bird Invitational this
weekend.
As the fl(:it meet o( the season, newly hired
Head Coach Jenny Severns is L:lking the team to a
small race to get them into competition mode.
"Our first race is just going to bl· a small meet
with a few other schools. I decided to take them to
a small meet so I can gauge when' everyone h; for
the start of this season and to get everyone back
into race mode," Severns said. "I will plan the next
few weeks of practice according to the results of
the race this weekend."
The women's team, led by senior Katclyn Jont!S,

is compiled of seven returning runners :md four
incoming freshmen.
"We have a pretty solid top four," Severns said.
"1 am eager to sec who is going to step ur and take
the fifth spot for us."
After last year's fifth plact! performance :tt the.~
ovc championships and the new auditions to the
team. the conference has the Racer~ ranked third
in its :1nnual preseasnn poll.
''Obviously, we want to do well this w~ckend,
but I am nut worried about what place we conw
in," Severns said. "I am only ltloking for everyone
to run hard and compete."
The men's team, picked to finish ninth in the
OVC preseason poll, is rebuilding this year. 'Ibe
two returning members from last year, ~ophomore
Derek Perry and senior Andy Pack, arc the only
veteran runners on the roster.
The men. who usually run eight kilometers, will

...
\

be racing six kilometers this weekend.
"Apart from Derek Perry and Andy Pack, the
rest of the team is made up of all first year Racers," Severns said. "With our men's team being so
young, it is good for them to be able to run o 6K
for their first race instead of going straight to the

BK."
Because the men's team is mostly incoming
freshmen, they will immediately have to step· up
and make an impact.
·
"They will have to get used to the discomfort p(
running a longer race than they did while in high
school," Severns said. "The big thing is keeping
them healthy."
•.
After Saturday's Early Bird Invitational in Jllinois, the team will take a two week break from
racing. The next meet will be Vanderbilt's Commodore Classic on Sept. 18, in Nashville, Tenn.
Contact Price at addison.price@murraystate.edu•
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Local market hosts international event
JamJe Booth
Staff writer

Anyone looking for local, healthy food with an
international twist had to go no further than the
Murray Fairgrounds, the location of the MurrayLambert tops CMA Award nominations
Calloway
County Farmer's Market and last
Miranda Lambert
Wl'ekend's International Bazaar.
madl'
history
The market, which is held every Saturdar
Wednesday mornmorning.
is home to a variety of vendors selling
ing when she was
everything
from fresh, homegrown produce to
nominated fur nine
hnndmnde
artisan
pieces as well as weekly live
CMA Awards, the
music,
said
Justin
Van Horne, Murray State
most (m a female
alumnus
and
manager
of the market.
country music artist.
Last weekend, the market hosted the InternaShe will be celetional Bazaar, an event focused on bringing
brating with close
international
students and the community
frit'mls Lady Antehelium anJ fianCl' ..._....._
M...._ir_an_d_a...._..,. together, Van Horne said.
"The Murray community and many of the
Blake Shelton.
international
students have a lot in common," he
l.adr A earned the
Lambert
said.
"The
students
come from rural communi·
second most nomitics where markets arc a main aspect of their cui·
nations with five and Shelton was next
ture. Also, it's nice to let the community experiwith four. tied with Zac Brown Hand.
~ncu some of the different cultures that are rep·
Lambert and dose friend Dierks Bent·
resented on campus."
Icy announced nominations In five cateThe International Bazaar represented the
gories Wednesday morning on "Good
countries
of China, Turkey and Cyprus, and
Morning America." The first seven cate·
brought
some
much-needed publicity to the
gurics were announced Tuesday in
Farmt•r's Market, Van Horne said, with many
Nashville.
first-time customers in attendance.
Lambert, L<•dy A. Zac Brown Band,
"We had a whole new group of people come to
Brad Paisley and Keith Urban wen.~ nom·
the market," he said. "From my experience with
inatcd for Entertainer of the Year, the
the market, the single greatest issue we have in
Country Music Association's top award.
getting
people out is the Jack of exposure to the
Lambert, whose last album "Rt•volupuhlic. So in this regard we were quite success·
tion" was wiJcly hailed by her peers and
ful."
critics, fell just .short of Alan Jackson's
One of the major problems the international
overall record of 10 nominations, set in
students
who attended the Bazaar faced was
2002. Merle Haggard is the only other
transportation, Van Horne said. The transit
artist to receive nine or more nominaauthority would not reply to a request to drive
tions.
the students to the fairground.
Th\· CMA Awards show will be aired
"I think everyone (involved) would agree that
live un ABC on Nov. 10 from Nashville.
a puhlic shuttle service should be available," Van
Horne said. "Because of this issue, we weren't
able
to get as. many students out here as we
Douglas treats ·t wnor as 'curable disease'
would have liked."
Michael Douglas is vowing to beat can·
Even with this setback. Van Horne said the
cer.
Bazaar
was bendicial to both the international
Douglas, 65, snid in an interview with
students
and the community, and hopes that any
People magazine that he expects to make
subsequent
Bazaars will be bigger successes.
·a full recovery after a walnut-sized tumor
"l
think
the international (students) really
was found on the base of his tongue in
enjoyed
the
fact that the visitors came to the
'earlr August.
m:~rket specifically to share their stories about
· Douglas is undergoing an eight-week
their personal experiences in Cyprus, Turkey
·course {lf radiation :tnd chemotherapy in
and
China," he said. "The students were able to
New York. His doctors said there is no •
see that this little town is not as little as they
Burak Ouraksoy, senior from Arkara. Turkey, diqs into some meatballs with salsa at Saturday's markel
evidt'nce the cancer has spread.
think it is."
''I'm treating this as .1 curable disease,"
to the Farmer's Market because of its link with
the community about China."
The atmosphere the Farmer's Market creates
he said. "It's a fight. l'U beat this."
the Murray community and the healthy lifestyle
The Chinese table was decorated with a large
on
a
weekly
basis
is
unique
in
the
community
Douglas said Tuesday during an
It promotes.
poster displaying many..Jt.o;pects of Chinese cui·
and
consumer-oriented,
Van
Horne
said.
appearance on David Letterman's "Late
"The Farmer's Market represents many great
ture and the students were there to answer ques"One of the biggest complaints I hear (about
Show" that he httd 'fust ftnished his lir.st
ideas,
such as eating locally and supporting the
tions from the community about their country.
other
venues)
is
that
people
tend
to
feel
presWl'Ck of radiation and chemotherapy.
local economy, keeping yourself active and
"We arc trying to expose people to many
sured
into
buying
things,
but
because
of
such
' He said a biops}' found he had late,
healthy .a s well as creating and supporting a little
<tspects of Chint~se culture, including traditional
events
(as
the
International
Bazaar)
and
with
the
· stagc·fuur cancer, "which is intense, and
culture for our area," he said.
clothing, Chinese characters and interesting
Uve music, people don't tend to feel this way at
·.so they gotta go at it."
Ting Ting, Feiya Yuan and Wendy Wang,
places in China," Ting said.
the
fairgrounds,"
he
said.
"I
also
believe
it
is
However, Douglas said, the cancer
international students from China, attended the
Plans are underway to hold another lmerna·
essential
for
consumers
to
be
able
to
communiremains above the neck and that means
Bazaar as representatives of Murray State's Chitiona) B:1zaar later in the semester, Van Horne
cate
directly
with
the
people
that
are
growing
expectations arc goou, with an 80 percent
nese Association.
said. The Chinese Association will also set up a
their food as well as to learn how it is done.
or hetlcr ch:mcc t)f recovery.
"(The Farmer's Market) is here to teach peotable at Homecoming this year a!; well.
Going to the market every week accomplishes
ple to shop locally, save more energy and about
Contact Booth at jamie.booth@murraystate.
this."
edu.
local farming," Ting said. "We are here to teach
Van
Horne
encourages
students
to
come
out
Conan announces TBS show title
Tht!Ic's Madonna,
Oprah and now ...
"Com1n."
Conan
O'Brien
took the simple
apprt>ach Wednesday in announcing
Anna Taylor
spring 2010 special topics class
Staff writer
the name of his new
taught by Nicole Hand, professor
talk show on THS.
t>f printmaking.
"Conan" will kick
At a young age an artist learns to
"As a class we spent the first
off Nov. 8.
color between the lines. From
eight weeks focusing on book
there, they learn to use the correct
He posted n
structures. the history on bookConan
YouTube
video
brush stroke and eventually, they
binding and developing good hand
learn art is everywhere.
announcing
the
skills and craftsmanship.'' Hand
O'Brien
show's name to his
l.ast spring students in the
said. "They made and learned 16
fans. He scrawled the name on a white
Department of Art and Design credifferent blank buok structures.
sheet of paper using a black marking pen.
ated works of art to be showcased
Then in the next eight weeks the
O'Brien has finished a comedy concert
this fall. The 7 Deadly Sins exhibit
students took those skills and made
tour. He was nominated for an Emmy
nnd Bookbinding: Artist Books
artist books."
Award for his short-lived stint as NBC
exhibit have been open to the pubThe students Wl•re assigm•J
"Tonight" show host that ended amid
lic since Aug. IB and will be open
three books anJ each assignment
much drama in January, but lost to }on
until Sept. U. Both exhibits arc free
was done in two and a half weeks.
Stewart and Comedy Central's "The
of charge.
The first was a six-word biography
Daily Shnw."
The 7 Deadly Sins exhibit, locatbased on the book MNot Quite What
ed in the Curris Center Gallery,
I was Planning: Six-Word Memoir:;
showcases envy, gluttony, greed,
by Writers Famous and Obscure"
Clooney, Smith join telt!thon
lust, pride, sloth and wrath in vari·
by Rachel Fer$hlciser.
ous ways. Each sin was created b"y a
George Clooney, Will Smith and
"The students chose between
Gwyneth Paltrow will join an imprcs~ivc
different student and is representeither using a six-word biography
list of stars taking pan in September's
ed in a way that symbolizes
that already existed or writing a
"Stand Up to Cun~o:cr" tdcthon airing on
immorality.
six-word biography of their own,"
major network~.
Instead of using a common art
Hand .said. "Then an artist book
Other celebrities announced Wednesmedium such as a canvas, students
was based on that biography."
day include Denzel Washington, Renee
each used a shopping cart to create
The second assignment was
Zcllwegcr, Kathy Bates and Richard Brantheir interpretation of their
recycled books from a historical,
son. Karccm Abdul-Jabbar, Lnncc Armassigned sin.
social or political perspective.
strong and Elizabl'th Edwards were pre"There were seven people (in
Parts of these books were m:-~dc
our class)," Holly Taylor student
viously announced as rarticip:mts.
from recycled m:tteriul.
Performers wjli include Green lJay's
curator and junior from Newark,
The third assignment was indiBillie J~ Armstrong, Neil Diamond, The
Ohio said. "Our (professor), Steve
vidual content development.
Edge, Herbie Hancock, Lady Antebellum
Bishop, decided that we were going
"Each .student was responsible
and Leona Lewis. Q!•een Lalif:~h, Martina
to ~rab some random shopping
for developing the content for this
McBride and Stevit• Wonder wert~ among
carts th:-~t are all over Murray and
book," Hand said.
those already announced.
turn them into the seven deadly
Once the Bookbinding exhibition
"Stand Up to Cancer" is aimed at .rais·
sins. Since there were seven of us,
Natt~ Brelsiord!TIIe N~s
ends. the artists will travel to Tex:•s
it was pretty much perfect."
ing monef to speed up innovative c.-mcer
to have their work exhibited at the
Shopping carts were used In the 7()ea(ly Sins exhibit. displayed In the CurTis Center Gallery.
The artists behind this exhibit
University ofTexas, Arlington.
'research. according to movie pwduccr
Laura Ziskin ("Spider-Man"), who is a
arc Scott Cook, Cody Grey, David
ing or painting like one would in
Department was creating corrupt
"It was a wonderful group of .stuother art courses. the artists were
shopping carts, another class was
can~.:er survivor :Uld co-founder of the
Honaker, Katy Hume, Marty Kindents." Hand said. "I am extremely
challenged to learn how to use
binding books.
:stand Up to Cancer group.
cannon. Stephen Maddux, Danny
proud of the artist hooks they ere·
other techniques.
Bookbinding: Artist Books,
The telethon is returning for a second
Simmons and Taylor. These stua ted."
"I didn't know how to weld,"
showcased in the Clara M. Eagle
•time after the 2008 event helped deliver
dents were in a .special topics
From shopping carts to books,
Taylor said. "1 didn't know how to
Gallery. displays books that have
course for sculpting last spring
more than $100 million fur research.
the two exhibits remind critics and
use a blow torch. I didn't know anybeen assembled in various ways
• This year's tclt~thun will be simulcast
when they creatl•d the pieces and
aspiring artists that art is everything that involved any sort of
including stitch and handbound.
~ommercial-frl'C (8 p.m.-9 p.m. EDT)
worked on the project throughout
where, it just has to be seen.
equipment in a sculpture lab."
The students whose wurk is preSept. 10 by ABC, CBS, Fox and NBC as
the semester.
Contuct Taylor ar ataylor2@
While one class in the Art
sented in this showcase were in a
murrayslate.edu.
well as a variety of cable channels.
Instead of learning about draw-

Compiled by Charlotte Kyle
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